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Smart Hedging

Doctors reported high numbers of consultation with patients who were 
suffering from mental depression; wives anxious of losing homes as 
banks call in loans and retirees nervous over insufficient income for 

living. These were some of the personal stories of everyday Australians some two 
years ago after the outbreak of the global financial crisis.

Many investors, especially those who have started investing in the early 2000s, have 
experienced shares generally going in one direction (upwards, that is) and shares 
losing 50 per cent or more of their value in a short time would have been 
unfathomable to some. The effect of the global financial crisis on everyday investors 
had been felt beyond bank accounts, purse strings or nest eggs, its contagion effect 
seeped into investors’ mental health, work and family wellbeing. 

If these groups of investors were told, there is a high certainty of an event occurring 
that will lose 50 per cent of their investments and with a small payment to purchase 
an insurance that anguish can be avoided, do you think they would have spent this 
money? The answer may have been “yes”, but the problem with this scenario is, it’s 
not possible to know with certainty, especially in regards to how shares will perform.

Hence, conventional wisdom says “better safe than sorry”. Does this ring true for 
most Australians though? Based on numerous research conducted, that is not so. 
Many Australians are under-insured, from life to income protection to home and 
this phenomenon is magnified when it comes to protection in share investments 
and many more times with self managed super funds, which many Australians will 
rely upon on retirement, but left open to the wimps of the share market.

Why the resistance for some or abhorrence for others towards the buying of 
insurance? Psychologists say this is only common and have coined a term for it 
called “loss aversion”. Psychologists found that while we like certainty of gains, 
when it comes to losses, we prefer to take risks. We just hate losing (who doesn’t!), 
especially a “sure loss”. Losses are twice as painful as the same amount of gains. 
Payment of premiums feels like a “sure loss”. It feels like a sunk cost. 

Many resist paying for insurance as they regard protection being unnecessary and 
would rather invest the amount in a profit generation activity than paying for an 
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Figure 1. Grudge purchase

Figure 2. Cash generator
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event which may “never happen” or seem too remote, the 
purchase of insurance to hedge losses seem like a “sure loss”, 
sunk cost or “better use of my money”. 

Marketers understand this aversion as well. Spending for the 
protection against a negative event is a “grudge purchase”. Some 
“grudgingly” buy life policies if they have young dependants or 
debt and others buy because they have to, like car and home 
insurances. However, when it comes to the buying of insurance 
for a portfolio of shares, one might find the decision less 
compelling as investors are not required by law to do so and 
research tells us shares generally go up in the long term. In spite 
of these views, this decision has now become a paramount one 
for investors, as in recent times the environment we invest in has 
become more volatile and challenging. 

So, how does an investor decide whether he/she should hedge? 
There are two principles we can lean on to help us in our 
thinking about this question.

The first is a statistical phenomenon called Regression to the 
Mean which was first identified in the 1800s. Regression to the 
Mean is explained as a phenomenon that occurs with the 
existence of extreme variables which tend to move back (either 
up or down) towards the norm. A large sample of parents with 
extreme heights or lack of were found to have children with 
mediocre heights, that is tall men are rarely descended from 
equally tall parents and the short from the equally short.

This phenomenon is used in more areas of our lives than we may 
be aware of. In investments, it’s common to compare current 
indicators with its long-term average to determine if a share/
sector/market is cheap or expensive. For example, a share trading 
above its long term PE (price of share divided by earnings per 
share) ratio average can be viewed as expensive or over-priced. 
The question an investor or holder of this share needs to answer 
then is, “is this over-priced status of the share sustainable?”, or “is 
this out-performance a ‘flash in the pan’? Would this “extreme 
variable” be subjected to the statistical phenomenon of regressing 
to its mean, or in other words, falling in price to descend back in 
line with the performance of its peers.

How does the use of this statistical phenomenon as part of a 
decision process add value to investors? The normal instinct of 
most investors is to let profits run (that’s what we are told to do) 
and tend to stick with proven winners and may be even reluctant 
to part with them, instead of initiating a decision process of 
whether a winner should be sold for profits (and pay tax on the 
gain? this will have to be the subject of another article) or potential 
downside hedged. What if the “current winner” can’t defy the 
pull of regression to the mean? The opportunity to harness its out-
performance (lock in gains) and the opportunity cost of forgoing 
investing in a future winner with the proceeds may be more costly 
to an investor than just not taking profits or hedging. 

The second principle is more practical and personal. It drills 
down to the situation of each individual investor. A share/
sector/market may be viewed as expensive or over-priced, but 
what if, a share/sector/market does behave according to the 
statistical phenomenon of regressing down in its price/
performance, would you be able to sustain the loss in value?

The “waterline” principle is one borrowed from a very successful 
businessman, Bill Gore, who steered his private company 

W.L. Gore & Associates Inc. from one operated from a garage 
to US2.5 billion dollars in five decades. In his interview with 
Jim Collins for his book called “Good to Great”, he shared how 
he makes important decisions in a high risk and inadvertently 
highly uncertain environment. 

Gore says to think of your company (asset or portfolio) as a ship 
and if there is a hole punctured on the body of this ship above its 
waterline, the hole can simply be patched up and the ship can 
sail again. But, if the hole is below its waterline, then waters will 
gush into the ship and bring it down to the ocean floor, with 
little chance of recovery.

What is your waterline? If your portfolio losses 50 per cent of its 
value or if a particular share in your portfolio sinks and losses its 
out-performance and regress back to its mean, is it going to sink 
your ship? The decision to hedge perhaps is now clearer for your 
individual circumstance.

However, if you are one of those who staunchly refuse to pay 
for an event, which may never eventuate, there is more. Would 
you change your mind if you were told, the “buying” of 
insurance for a portfolio of shares does not need to be a “grudge 
purchase”? The reason is, with financial options, you can be 
paid to be protected. Think about the insurance company that 
receives your insurance premium. You can be the one who 
receives the premium and hedge your bets at the same time, if 
you are willing to part with your shares. You can hedge and yet 
be paid for it. 

Whilst paying for insurance gives the investor a complete peace 
of mind from downside losses, selling call options over shares 
that one owns gives the shareholder the ability to positively 
hedge his/her portfolio of shares. This is a powerful strategy 
which can turn a “grudge purchase” to a “cash generator”. 
Every share investor should learn this skill. Be a smart hedger. 

OptiOns hedging strategy in fOcus

1. Grudge purchase 

The buying of put options allows the investor to choose an exit 
price (strike price of the put option) and set a floor to the 
maximum loss (cost of shares + put premium paid – put strike 
price) one is willing to accept for his/her shares or portfolio.

The upside of this grudge purchase hedging strategy is that, the 
investor will continue to enjoy the privileges of a shareholder 
(like dividends and any potential future capital appreciation).

2. Cash generator

The selling or writing of call options over shares owned allows 
the investor to receive extra income from his/her shares in 
addition to dividends, in return for the possibility of selling 
shares, but at an exit price (strike price of the call option) pre-
chosen by the investor. 

The upside of this cash generator hedging strategy is that, the 
investor has done more (received extra income) from his/her 
shares hence cushioning a risk that is faced by all owners of 
shares, the possibility of losing everything spent on the purchase 
of the shares. l
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